ARBUTUS ANALYTICS

SCALABLE, FLEXIBLE, OPEN TECHNOLOGY, USER-FRIENDLY

ARBUTUS VERSION 6.3

Available Now - Arbutus v.6.3
Arbutus continues to expand the functionality our user community relies on,
while optimizing performance and simplifying the user experience. Version 6.3
provides improved data access and discovery and makes it easier for users to
create powerful, interactive apps.
» Expanded data access & discovery

Data Access and Discovery

» Increased speed and performance

Dedicated Import Menu: simplify the growing ways you
can explore and access your data with Analyzer

» Get more focused, meaningful results with
one step – whether reporting in Analyzer
or outputting to other reporting and data
visualization tools
» Create a more comprehensive suite of
customized Arbutus Apps that offer a better,
more intuitive user experience
» It’s now even easier to prep and combine
data for analysis and visualization
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Even easier to prep and combine data for analysis and visualization.
(i.e. Tableau™, Power BI™, Qlik™ etc.)

Source: Tableau™

Source: Power BI™

Get more focused, meaningful results
with one step.

Speed and Performance
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64 Bit processing where you need it the most
– sorting, especially on large files. Our already
impressive 32k record width limit has been
removed with our new sort command so you can
now tackle extremely long record lengths.

WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 6.3

TABLE DRILLDOWN

DIALOGUE COMMAND

Drilldown has expanded beyond log results. You
can now interact with your data output by clicking
on a row or cell. Classify, Stratify, Summarize,
Age, CrossTab and Benford Analysis.

You can now create a more comprehensive suite of customized
Arbutus Apps to support users at all levels.

APPEND COMMAND
Easily combine multiple files of the same structure in
one step. And unearth new analytics opportunities
by using Append to combine disparate data.

+ edit dynamic dropdown lists
+ unlimited # of controls
+ full 32K fields
+ dropdowns now support multi-select values
CLASSIFY COMMAND
Customize your output from the powerful Classify command,
sort your results descending by size or show only the largest
values. Get more focused, meaningful results with one step.

TEMPORARILY SUSPEND QUERIES
Administration of scheduled/centralized analytics is now
easier. If you have a need to temporarily suspend an
analytic, you no longer need to unscheduled or remove.
You can temporarily suspend your query and the most
recent password will now automatically be used.

SQL STORED PROCEDURES
Access and run SQL Stored Procedures throughout the
User Interface – Arbutus continues to support SQL as a
complimentary way to query your databases.

ODBC DRIVERS FOR REST
Arbutus additional ODBC Drivers for REST harness the power
of cloud-based infrastructure and data sources to maximize the
value of your analytics.
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SUMMARIZE COMMAND
The output options for Summarize now go well beyond totaling/accumulate. Users
can now specify 10 other values in their Summarize output greatly expanding the
use and value when aggregating data with this powerful command. These expanded
output values increase the type of analysis and reporting that can be done within
Analyzer and when outputting results to other reporting or data visualization tools.

+ First value
+ Last value
+ Largest value
+ Total (same as ACCUMULATE)
+ Average

+ Standard Deviation
+ Mode
+ Median
+ First Quartile
+ Third Quartile
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FIELD SELECTION
Drag-and-drop field ordering and the ability to rename
output fields (via Arbutus server).

Arbutus delivers the very best
in purpose-built audit analytics
technology to meet the exacting
demands of today’s business
environment. Auditors, business
analysts, and fraud investigators
rely on Arbutus to enhance their
testing, analysis and compliance
capabilities.

STRATIFY COMMAND
It’s now easier to integrate stratification results into your analytics. Stratify to
a data file now explicitly states upper and lower bounds of each range.

Toll free: 877.333.6336
Phone: 604.437.7873
Fax: 604.437.7872

AGE COMMAND
Working with the results from the Arbutus’ built in AGING analysis is now much
easier. This expands the type of analysis and reporting that can be done within
Analyzer or when outputting results to other reporting or data visualization tools.

SALES INQUIRIES

CREDENTIALS

support@ArbutusSoftware.com

Simplified administration of your database credentials.

ARBUTUS EXCEPTION MANAGEMENT DATA NOW ENCRYPTED IN PLACE
While Arbutus has supported encryption of data in motion for many years, we
now support encryption of data at rest within our Exception Management system.
Your valuable repository of exception/remediation data is now fully encrypted
meeting the high data security standards demanded by organizations.

Contact us to learn how Arbutus can help
you achieve your desired results!
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info@ArbutusSoftware.com

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

